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Abstract. Equicontinuity plays a vital role in general metric spaces and multiple studies have tried to
characterize equicontinuity since its origin. Advent of soft set theory leads us to study these mappings in
terms of soft sets, as well. In this paper, first we introduce the concept of soft equicontinuity, soft pointwise
equicontinuity and soft uniform equicontinuity with examples. Moreover, we explore soft continuity of
soft pointwise limit of a sequence of soft mappings when the family of the given soft mapping is a soft
equicontinuous mapping and then discuss soft pointwise convergence of sequence of soft mappings which
are a soft pointwise equicontinuous mappings when co-domain is soft complete space. We also give
characterizations of soft pointwise equicontinuity and soft uniform equicontinuity in terms of convergent
sequence of soft points in soft dense subset.

1. Introduction

Molodtsov [18] introduced the concept of soft set theory for dealing with uncertainities which is the
generalization of set theory and fuzzy set theory. Many applications have found in various directions
showing the rich potential of the concept of soft sets. Maji et al. [16] have given a detailed theoretical
study on soft set operators by means of examples. Shabir and Naz [26] introduced the study of soft
topological space as a parameterized form of topological structures using soft set theory. Consequently,
they defined some basic notions of soft topological space such as soft open and closed sets, soft closure, soft
separation axioms and established their elementary properties. Kharal and Ahmad [15], defined the notion
of a soft mapping on soft classes and studied some properties of images and preimages of soft sets under
soft mapping. Aygünoǧlu and Aygün [10], introduced soft continuity of soft mappings and soft product
topology. Since its advent a lot of work has been done in this field by various authors in [2–4, 6–9, 21–24, 27].
In these studies, the concept of soft points were studied in various forms. The concept of soft points that
we use in this paper was defined in [20]. Das and Samanta introduced the notion of soft real sets, soft real
numbers in [12] and detailed concept of soft metric spaces by using the notion of soft points with properties
in [13]. Al-shami [1] introduced the notion of soft somewhere dense sets as a new class of generalized soft
open sets and studied its properties in detail. In [5], Al-shami et al. introduced some new types of soft
maps and studied its characterizations.
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It is well known that detailed concept of equicontinuity of mappings and its generalizations have been
studied in literature in various forms. Many necessary and sufficient conditions for continuous mappings to
be equicontinuous were also investigated. Rapid growth in soft set theory leads us to study these mappings
in terms of soft sets, as well. Characterizations of soft continuity in terms of soft dense subsets and in terms
of convergent sequences of soft mappings taken from soft dense subsets were obtained by Kaur et al. [14]
in 2020.

In this paper, we first introduce soft equicontinuity at a soft point and give its characterizations in terms
of soft dense subsets. We also introduce the definition of soft pointwise equicontinuity on a soft subset of
an absolute soft set X̃ and discuss soft pointwise convergence of sequence of soft mappings which are soft
pointwise equicontinuous when co-domain is soft complete space. Later, we introduce the definitions of
soft uniformly equicontinuous family of soft mappings and soft uniform convergence of soft mappings.
We prove that limit of soft uniformly convergent sequence of soft continuous mappings is a soft continuous
map.

2. Preliminaries

In this section we will give some basic definitions and results that we need in our further sections.
Let X be an initial universe set, P(X) the power set of X and A a set of parameters. A pair FA is called

a soft set [18] over X, where F is a mapping given by F : A → P(X). In other words, a soft set over X is a
parameterized family of subsets of the universe X. The family of all soft sets FA over X is denoted by S(X,A).
The complement of a soft set FA [25] is denoted by Fc

A and is defined by (FA)c = (Fc,A) where Fc : A→ P(X)
is a mapping given by Fc(a) = X − F(a), for all a ∈ A. Fc is said to be the soft complement function [16] of F.
(Fc)c is the same as F and ((Fc

A))c = FA. A soft set FA over X is said to be a null soft set [16], denoted by ΦA , if
for all a ∈ A, F(a) = φ. A soft set FA over X is said to be an absolute soft set [16], denoted by X̃, if for all a ∈ A,
F(a) = X. For two soft sets FA and GA over a common universe X, FA is a soft subset [25] of GA if ∀a ∈ A,
F(a) ⊆ G(a) for all a ∈ A and is denoted by FA ⊆̃ GA. FA is said that to be a soft superset [25] of GA, if GA is a
soft subset of FA and is denoted by FA ⊇̃ GA. For two soft sets FA and GA over a common universe X, union
[16] of two soft sets of FA and GA is the soft set HA, where H(a) = F(a) ∪ G(a) for all a ∈ A and is denoted by
FA ∪̃ GA = HA. For two soft sets FA and GA over a common universe X, intersection [25] of two soft sets of
FA and GA is the soft set HA, where H(a) = F(a) ∩ G(a) for all a ∈ A and is denoted by FA ∩̃ GA = HA.

We shall make use of the fundamental notion of soft points introduced in [20].

Definition 2.1. A soft set PA over X is said to be a soft point, denoted by Px
a , if for the element a ∈ A,

P(a) = {x} and P(a′ ) = φ, for all a′ , a.

The soft point Px
a is said to be in the soft set FA, denoted by Px

a ∈̃ FA, if x ∈ F(a) . Two soft points Px1
a1

, Px2
a2

are said to be equal if a1 = a2 and x1 = x2. Thus, Px1
a1
, Px2

a2
⇔ a1 , a2 or x1 , x2.

The family of all soft points over X will be denoted by SP(X,A). The union of any collection of soft points
can be considered as a soft set and every soft set can be expressed as union of all soft points belonging to
it; FA = ∪

Px
a ∈̃FA

Px
a .

Now, we introduce the definition of soft metric space defined in [13] which is based on soft point of soft
set and the basic definitions and theorems defined on this space which is taken from [11, 14, 17, 19] to use
in the sequel. Let R be the set of real numbers andB(R) be the collection of all non-empty bounded subsets
of R and A be the set of parameters. Then a mapping F : A→ B(R) is a special case of soft set called a soft
real set. It is denoted by (F,A). If specifically (F,A) is a singleton soft set, i.e. there exists x ∈ R such that
F(a) = {x} for all a in A, then after identifying (F,A) with the corresponding soft element, it will be called a
soft real number. We use notations r̃, s̃, t̃ to denote soft real numbers whereas r̄, s̄, t̄ will denote a particular
type of soft real numbers such that r̄(λ) = {r}, for all λ ∈ A. In such a case we also use r̄(λ) = r instead of
r̄(λ) = {r}. For example, 0̄ is the soft real number where 0̄(λ) = 0, for all λ ∈ A.

Definition 2.2. ([13]) For two soft real numbers r̄, s̄ we define:
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1. r̃ ≤̃ s̃ if r̃(λ) ≤ s̃(λ), for all λ ∈ A;
2. r̃ ≥̃ s̃ if r̃(λ) ≥ s̃(λ), for all λ ∈ A;
3. r̃ <̃ s̃ if r̃(λ) < s̃(λ), for all λ ∈ A;
4. r̃ >̃ s̃ if r̃(λ) > s̃(λ), for all λ ∈ A.

Let X̃ be the absolute soft set. Let SP(X̃) be the collection of all soft points of X̃ and R(A)∗ denote the set
of all non-negative soft real numbers.

Definition 2.3. ([13])

1. A mapping d̃ : SP(X̃) × SP(X̃) → R(A)∗, is said to be a soft metric on the soft set X̃ if d̃ satisfies the
following conditions:

(a) d̃(Py
b ,P

x
a) ≥̃ 0̄ for all Py

b ,P
x
a ∈̃X̃.

(b) d̃(Py
b ,P

x
a) = 0̄ if and only if Py

b = Px
a .

(c) d̃(Py
b ,P

x
a) = d̃(Px

a ,P
y
b ) for all Py

b ,P
x
a ∈̃X̃.

(d) For all Px
a ,P

y
b ,P

z
c ∈̃ X̃, d̃(Px

a ,Pz
c) ≤̃ d̃(Px

a ,P
y
b ) + d̃(Py

b ,P
z
c).

The soft set X̃ with a soft metric d̃ on X̃ is called a soft metric space and denoted by (X̃, d̃,A).

2. Let (X̃, d̃,A) be a soft metric space and (Y,A) be a non-null soft subset of X̃. Then the mapping
d̃Y : SP(Y,A) × SP(Y,A) → R(A)∗ given by d̃Y(Py

b ,P
x
a) = d̃(Py

b ,P
x
a) for all Py

b ,P
x
a ∈̃(Y,A) is a soft metric on

(Y,A). This metric d̃Y is known as the relative metric induced on (Y,A) by d̃. The soft metric (Ỹ, d̃Y,A)
is called a metric subspace or simply a subspace of the soft metric space (X̃, d̃,A).

3. Let {Pxn
an
}n be a sequence of soft points in a soft metric space (X̃, d̃,A). The soft sequence {Pxn

an
}n is called

as convergent soft sequence in (X̃, d̃,A) if there is a soft point Px
a ∈̃ X̃ such that d̃(Pxn

an
,Px

a) −→ 0̄ as
n −→ ∞, that is for given ε̃ >̃ 0̄, there is a natural number N such that 0̄ ≤̃ d̃(Pxn

an
,Px

a) <̃ ε̃, whenever
n ≥ N.
We denote this by Pxn

an
−→ Px

a as n −→ ∞.

Let (X̃, d̃,A) and (Ỹ, ρ̃,B) be two soft metric spaces. The mapping (ϕ, e) : (X̃, d̃,A) → (Ỹ, ρ̃,B) is a soft
mapping defined in [17], where ϕ : X→ Y and e : A→ B are two mappings.

Concept of soft mapping defined in [17] is illustrated by the following diagram.
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Definition 2.4. ([19]) A soft mapping (ϕ, e) is a soft continuous mapping at the soft point Px
a ∈ X̃ if for every

ε̃ >̃ 0̄ there exists δ̃ >̃ 0̄ such that d̃(Py
b ,P

x
a) <̃ δ̃ implies that ρ̃((ϕ, e)(Py

b ), (ϕ, e)(Px
a)) <̃ ε̃ for every Py

b ∈ X̃. If

(ϕ, e) is a soft continuous mapping at every soft point Px
a of (X̃, d̃,A), then it is said to be a soft continuous

mapping on (X̃, d̃,A).

Definition 2.5. ([19]) Let (X̃, d̃,A) be a soft metric space. A mapping (ϕ, e) : (X̃, d̃,A) → (Ỹ, ρ̃,B) is called a
soft contraction mapping if there exists a soft real number α ∈ R, 0̄ ≤ α ≤ 1̄ such that ρ̃((ϕ, e)(Py

b ), (ϕ, e)(Px
a))

≤̃ αd̃(Py
b ,P

x
a).

Definition 2.6. ([11]) Let (X̃, d̃,A) be a soft metric space. (X̃, d̃,A) is called soft sequential compact metric
space if every soft sequence has a soft subsequence that converges in X̃.

Definition 2.7. ([11]) Let (X̃, d̃,A) and (Ỹ, ρ̃,B) be two soft metric spaces. A soft mapping (ϕ, e) : (X̃, d̃,A)→
(Ỹ, ρ̃,B) is a soft uniformly continuous mapping if for given any ε̃ >̃ 0̄, there exists δ̃ >̃ 0̄ (depending only on ε̃)
such that for any soft points Px

a , Py
b ∈̃ X̃, d̃(Px

a ,P
y
b )<̃δ̃ implies ρ̃((ϕ, e)(Px

a), (ϕ, e)(Py
b )) <̃ ε̃.

Definition 2.8. ([1, 14]) A soft set (Z,A) of X̃ is called soft dense (Soft somewhere dense sets in sense of [1])
in X̃ if (Z,A) = X̃. In other words, for every Px

a ∈̃ X̃ and ε̃ >̃ 0̄ there exists soft point Py
b ∈̃ (Z,A) such that

d̃(Py
b ,P

x
a) <̃ ε̃.

Throughout this paper, (Z,A) will denote an arbitrarily fixed soft dense subset of X̃.
The following results will be utilized in this paper.

Theorem 2.9. ([19]) A soft mapping (ϕ, e) is a soft continuous mapping at the soft point Px
a ∈ X̃ if and only if for

every sequence of soft points {Pxn
an
}n converging to the soft point Px

a in the soft metric space (X̃, d̃,A), the sequence
{(ϕ, e)(Pxn

an
)}n in (Ỹ, ρ̃,B) converges to a soft point (ϕ, e)(Px

a) in Ỹ.”

Theorem 2.10. ([19]) Every soft contraction mapping is a soft continuous mapping.

Theorem 2.11. ([14]) A soft set (Z,A) of X̃ is said to be a soft dense set in X̃ if and only if for every Px
a ∈̃ X̃ there

exists a sequence {Pdn
an
}n of soft points in (Z,A) converging to Px

a .

Theorem 2.12. ([14]) Let (X̃, d̃,A) and (Ỹ, ρ̃,B) be two soft metric spaces. A soft mapping (ϕ, e) : (X̃, d̃,A) →
(Ỹ, ρ̃,B) is a soft continuous mapping if and only if (ϕ, e)|(Z,A) is a soft continuous mapping and (ϕ, e) is a soft
continuous mapping at each point of (Z,A)c where (Z,A) is soft dense in X̃.

3. Soft Equicontinuity

In this section, we introduce soft equicontinuous mapping, soft pointwise equicontinuous mapping,
soft pointwise convergence and their basic properties.

Definition 3.1. LetA be a family of soft mappings from X̃ to Ỹ. Then the familyAwill said to be

1. soft equicontinuous mapping at a soft point Px
a ∈̃ X̃ if for ε̃ >̃ 0̄ there exist δ̃ (depending on ε̃ and Px

a) >̃ 0̄
such that d̃(Py

b ,P
x
a) <̃ δ̃ then ρ̃((ϕ, e)(Py

b ), (ϕ, e)(Px
a)) <̃ ε̃ for every (ϕ, e) ∈̃ A and Py

b ∈̃ X̃.

2. soft pointwise equicontinuous mapping on a soft subset (F,A) of X̃ if it is a soft equicontinuous mapping
at each soft point of (F,A).

We illustrate this with the following example.
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Example 3.2. Let F be a set of all soft contraction mappings (ϕ, e) : (X̃, d̃,A) → (Ỹ, ρ̃,B). Then F is a soft
equicontinuous mapping, since we can choose δ̃ = ε̃. To see this, we note that d̃(Py

b ,P
x
a) <̃ δ̃ = ε̃ then

ρ̃((ϕ, e)(Py
b ), (ϕ, e)(Px

a)) ≤̃ d̃(Py
b ,P

x
a) <̃ ε̃ for all Py

b , Px
a ∈̃ X̃ and (ϕ, e) ∈ F .

Next we introduce soft pointwise convergence of sequence of soft mappings:

Definition 3.3. A sequence {(ϕ, e)n}n of soft mappings from X̃ to Ỹ is a soft pointwise converges to a
soft mapping (ϕ, e) : (X̃, d̃,A) → (Ỹ, ρ̃,B) if for all Px

a ∈̃ X̃ and ε̃ >̃ 0̄ there exist N = N(̃ε) such that
ρ̃((ϕ, e)n(Px

a), (ϕ, e)(Px
a)) <̃ ε̃.

We illustrate this with the following example.

Example 3.4. Let A = < be parameter set and X = <. Consider usual metric on these sets and define
soft metric on X̃ by d̃(Py

b ,P
x
a) = |x̄ − ȳ| + |ā − b̄|. Define (ϕ, e)n : (X̃, d̃,A) → (X̃, d̃,A) by (ϕ, e)n(Px

a) = (P
x
n
a ) and

(ϕ, e) : (X̃, d̃,A)→ (X̃, d̃,A) by (ϕ, e)(Px
a) = P0

a . Therefore, (ϕ, e)n −→ (ϕ, e).

The following theorem shows the soft continuity of soft pointwise limit of a sequence of soft mappings
when the family of that soft mappings is a soft equicontinuous mapping.

Theorem 3.5. Let {(ϕ, e)n}n be a sequence of soft mappings from X̃ to Ỹ with the property that (ϕ, e)n(Px
a) converges

to (ϕ, e)(Px
a) for Px

a ∈̃ X̃. Suppose further the family {(ϕ, e)n}
∞

n=1 is a soft equicontinuous mapping. Then (ϕ, e) is a soft
continuous mapping and the family {(ϕ, e), (ϕ, e)1, (ϕ, e)2, ...} is also a soft equicontinuous mapping.

Proof. Fix any ε̃ >̃ 0̄ and Px
a ∈̃ X̃, there exist δ̃ (depending on ε̃ and Px

a) such that whenever d̃(Py
b ,P

x
a) <̃ δ̃ then

ρ̃((ϕ, e)n(Py
b ), (ϕ, e)n(Px

a)) <̃ ε̃
3 for every Py

b ∈̃ X̃ and n ∈ N. Further as (ϕ, e)n(Px
a) −→ (ϕ, e)(Px

a) for every Px
a ∈̃ X̃,

there exist N such that ρ̃((ϕ, e)n(Px
a), (ϕ, e)(Px

a)) <̃ ε̃
3 and ρ̃((ϕ, e)n(Py

b ), (ϕ, e)(Py
b )) <̃ ε̃

3 for all n ≥ N. Fix a value

n, then for all Py
b ∈̃ X̃ with d̃(Py

b ,P
x
a) <̃ δ̃ we have

ρ̃((ϕ, e)(Py
b ), (ϕ, e)(Px

a)) ≤̃ ρ̃((ϕ, e)n(Px
a), (ϕ, e)(Px

a)) + ρ̃((ϕ, e)n(Py
b ), (ϕ, e)n(Px

a)) + ρ̃((ϕ, e)n(Py
b ), (ϕ, e)(Py

b )) <̃ ε̃
3 + ε̃

3 +
ε̃
3 = ε̃.

The following example shows that converse of above theorem need not be true.

Example 3.6. Consider soft metric defined in Example 3.4. Define ( f , e)n : (X̃, d̃,A)→ (X̃, d̃,A) by ( f , e)n(Px
a) =

Pnx
a and ( f , e) : (X̃, d̃,A)→ (X̃, d̃,A) by ( f , e)(Px

a) = P0
a . Here, ( f , e) is a soft continuous mapping but ( f , e)n(Px

a)
does not converge to ( f , e)(Px

a).

For our next results, we need the following definitions.

Definition 3.7. ([13]) A sequence {(ϕ, e)n}n of soft mappings from X̃ to Ỹ is said to be a Cauchy sequence if
for every Px

a ∈̃ X̃ and ε̃ >̃ 0̄ there exist N such that for all n,m ≥ N, ρ̃((ϕ, e)n(Px
a), (ϕ, e)m(Px

a)) <̃ ε̃.

Definition 3.8. ([13]) A soft metric space (X̃, d̃,A) is a complete if every Cauchy sequence in X̃ converges to
a soft point of X̃.

In the following theorem, soft pointwise convergence of a sequence of soft mappings which are soft
pointwise equicontinuous mapping are discussed, when co-domain space is a soft complete metric space.

Theorem 3.9. Let {(ϕ, e)n}
∞

n=1 be a sequence of soft mappings from X̃ to Ỹ such that family {(ϕ, e)n(Px
a)}n is a soft

pointwise equicontinuous mapping on (Z,A)c and (Ỹ, ρ̃,B) is a soft complete metric space. If {(ϕ, e)n(Px
a)}n converges

for all Px
a ∈̃ (Z,A) then {(ϕ, e)n(Px

a)}n converges for all Px
a ∈̃ X̃.

In particular, this theorem holds if {(ϕ, e)n}
∞

n=1 is a soft equicontinuous mapping family of soft mappings.
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Proof. Let Px
a ∈̃ (Z,A)c and ε̃ >̃ 0̄. Since {(ϕ, e)n}n is a soft pointwise equicontinuous mapping at Px

a then
there exist δ̃ >̃ 0̄ such that for every n, ρ̃((ϕ, e)n(Px

a), (ϕ, e)n(Pd
b)) <̃ ε̃

3 whenever d̃(Px
a ,Pd

b) <̃ δ̃ for all Pd
b ∈̃

(Z,A). Fix one such Pd0
b0

in (Z,A). Then since {(ϕ, e)n(Pd0
b0

)}n is convergent in Ỹ, there exist a positive integer

N0 = N0 (̃ε) such that for all m,n ≥ N0, ρ̃((ϕ, e)n(Pd0
b0

), (ϕ, e)m(Pd0
b0

)) <̃ ε̃
3 . It follows that ρ̃((ϕ, e)n(Px

a), (ϕ, e)m(Px
a))

≤̃ ρ̃((ϕ, e)n(Px
a), (ϕ, e)n(Pd0

b0
)) + ρ̃((ϕ, e)n(Pd0

b0
), (ϕ, e)m(Pd0

b0
)) + ρ̃((ϕ, e)m(Pd0

b0
), (ϕ, e)m(Px

a)) <̃ ε̃
3 + ε̃

3 + ε̃
3 = ε̃ for all

m,n ≥ N. Thus, {(ϕ, e)n(Px
a)}n is a cauchy sequence in X̃. Hence it converges, since (Ỹ, ρ̃,B) is a soft complete

metric space,

The following example shows that assumption of soft completeness cannot be dropped from the above
theorem.

Example 3.10. Let X =< and Y =<− {0} and A =< be parameter set. Define (ϕ, e)n : (X̃, d̃,A)→ (Ỹ, d̃,A)
by (ϕ, e)n(Px

a) = Py
a,n where Py

a,n(a) = x + 1
n and Py

a,n(a′ ) = φ f or all a′ ∈ A − {a}. Now (Z,A) = < − {0} is soft
dense in X̃. For Px

a ∈̃ (Z,A) then sequence {(ϕ, e)n(Px
a)}n converges. But for P0

a ∈̃ X̃ then limit of {(ϕ, e)n(P0
a)}n

does not exist in Ỹ.

Finally, we give characterization of soft pointwise equicontinuity of soft mapping in terms of conver-
gence sequence of soft points in soft dense subset:

Theorem 3.11. For a familyA of soft mappings from X̃ to Ỹ, the following conditions are equivalent:

1. A is a soft pointwise equicontinuous mapping on X̃.
2. the familyA|(Z,A) = {(ϕ, e)|(Z,A)|(ϕ, e) ∈ A} is a soft pointwise equicontinuous mapping on (Z,A)c.

3. for any sequence of soft points {Pdn
an
}n in (Z,A) converging to a soft point Px

a ∈̃ X̃ implies that for every ε̃ >̃ 0̄,
there exists a positive integer n0 = n0 (depending on ε̃ and Px

a) such that for every (ϕ, e) inA and for all n ≥ n0,
ρ̃((ϕ, e)(Pdn

an
), (ϕ, e)(Px

a)) <̃ ε̃.

4. for any sequence of soft points {Pxn
an
}n in X̃ converging to a soft point Px

a ∈̃ X̃ implies that for every ε̃ >̃ 0̄, there
exists a positive integer n0 = n0 (depending on ε̃ and Px

a) such that for every (ϕ, e) in A and for all n ≥ n0,
ρ̃((ϕ, e)(Pxn

an
), (ϕ, e)(Px

a)) <̃ ε̃.

Proof. (1)⇒ (4): Let ε̃ >̃ 0̄ and Px
a ∈̃ X̃, then sinceA is a soft pointwise equicontinuous mapping there exist

δ̃ = δ̃(̃ε,Px
a) >̃ 0̄ such that for every Py

b ∈̃ X̃, ρ̃((ϕ, e)(Py
b ), (ϕ, e)(Px

a)) <̃ ε̃whenever d̃(Py
b ,P

x
a) <̃ δ̃ for every (ϕ, e) in

A. Now, since Pxn
an
−→ Px

a , there exist positive integer N0 = N0(δ̃,Px
a) = N0 (̃ε,Px

a) such that for every n ≥ N0,
d̃(Pxn

an
,Px

a) <̃ δ̃. It implies that ρ̃((ϕ, e)(Pxn
an

), (ϕ, e)(Px
a)) <̃ ε̃ for every (ϕ, e) inA.

(4)⇒ (1): Assume that (1) does not hold. Then there exist Px
a ∈̃ X̃ and ε̃ >̃ 0̄ such that for every δ̃ >̃ 0̄,

there exist ( f , e) in A and Py
b ∈̃ X̃ depending on δ̃ such that d̃(Py

b ,P
x
a) <̃ δ̃ but ρ̃(( f , e)(Py

b ), ( f , e)(Px
a)) ≥̃ ε̃. In

particular, by taking δ̃ = 1̄
n , then there exists ( f , e)n inA and Pxn

an
in X̃ for every n satisfying d̃(Pxn

an
,Px

a) <̃ 1̄
n −→

0̃ as n −→ ∞. So Pxn
an
−→ Px

a but ρ̃(( f , e)n(Pxn
an

), ( f , e)n(Px
a)) ≥̃ ε̃ which contradicts (4).

(1)⇒ (2) is obvious. (2)⇒ (3) follows from (1)⇒ (4).
(3) ⇒ (4): Let Pxn

an
−→ Px

a and ε̃ >̃ 0̄. Since (Z,A) is soft dense in X̃, for every n, there exists a se-

quence of soft points {P
dnk
ank
} in (Z,A) such that P

dnk
ank
−→ Pxn

an
. Therefore, there exist k1(n) such that d̃(P

dnk
ank
,Pxn

an
)

<̃ 1̄
n for all k ≥ k1(n). Then by (3), it follows that for every n, there exist k2(n) such that for every

(ϕ, e) in A, ρ̃((ϕ, e)(P
dnk
ank

), (ϕ, e)(Pxn
an

)) <̃ ε̃. In particular for k′ = max{k1(n), k2(n)} and for every (ϕ, e) in A,

ρ̃((ϕ, e)(P
dn

k′

an
k′

), (ϕ, e)(Pxn
an

)) <̃ ε̃
2 and d̃(P

dn
k′

an
k′
,Pxn

an
) <̃ 1̄

n −→ 0̄ as n −→ ∞. Since Pxn
an
−→ Px

a and P
dn

k′

an
k′
−→ Pxn

an

implies P
dn

k′

an
k′
−→ Px

a . Therefore by (3) again, there exist n0 (̃ε,Px
a) such that for every (ϕ, e) in A and for all
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n ≥ n0 ρ̃((ϕ, e)(P
dn

k′

an
k′

), (ϕ, e)(Px
a)) < ε̃

2 . Hence for all n ≥ n0 and for all (ϕ, e) in A, ρ̃((ϕ, e)(Pxn
an

), (ϕ, e)(Px
a)) ≤̃

ρ̃((ϕ, e)(Pxn
an

), (ϕ, e)(P
dn

k′

an
k′

)) + ρ̃((ϕ, e)(P
dn

k′

an
k′

), (ϕ, e)(Px
a)) <̃ ε̃

2 + ε̃
2 = ε̃.

From Theorems 2.12 and 3.11 we have the following:

Theorem 3.12. Let Let {(ϕ, e)n}n be a sequence of soft mappings from X̃ to Ỹ with the property that (ϕ, e)n(Px
a)

converges to (ϕ, e)(Px
a) for Px

a ∈̃ X̃. If the family {(ϕ, e)n|(Z,A)}n is a soft pointwise equicontinuous mapping on (Z,A)
then (ϕ, e) is a soft continuous mapping if and only if (ϕ, e) is a soft continuous mapping at each soft point in (Z,A)c.

4. Soft Uniform Equicontinuity

In this section, we introduce soft uniformly equicontinuous, soft uniformly converges and their basic
properties.

Definition 4.1. A familyA be a family of soft mappings from X̃ to Ỹ is said to be soft uniformly equicontinuous
mapping on a soft subset (F,A) of X̃ if for all ε̃ >̃ 0̄ there exist δ̃ (depending on ε̃) such that for every (ϕ, e) in
A and Px

a , Py
b ∈̃ (F,A), ρ̃((ϕ, e)(Py

b ), (ϕ, e)(Px
a)) <̃ ε̃ whenever d̃(Py

b ,P
x
a) <̃ δ̃.

Next, we introduce soft uniform convergence of sequence of soft mappings.

Definition 4.2. A sequence {(ϕ, e)n}n of soft mappings from X̃ to Ỹ is a soft uniformly converges to a soft
mapping (ϕ, e) : (X̃, d̃,A) → (Ỹ, ρ̃,B) if for all ε̃ >̃ 0̄ there exists N = N (depending only on ε̃) such that
ρ̃((ϕ, e)n(Px

a), (ϕ, e)(Px
a)) <̃ ε̃ for every n ≥ N and for every Px

a ∈̃ X̃.

The following theorem shows that limit of soft uniformly convergent sequence of soft continuous
mappings is a soft continuous mapping.

Theorem 4.3. Let (X̃, d̃,A) and (Ỹ, ρ̃,B) be two soft metric spaces and assume that {(ϕ, e)n}n is a sequence of soft
continuous mappings, where (ϕ, e)n : (X̃, d̃,A) → (Ỹ, ρ̃,B) is a soft uniformly converges to a soft mappings (ϕ, e).
Then (ϕ, e) is a soft continuous mapping.

Proof. Let Px
a ∈̃ X̃. Given an ε̃ >̃ 0̄, we find δ̃ >̃ 0̄ such that ρ̃((ϕ, e)(Py

b ), (ϕ, e)(Px
a)) <̃ ε̃whenever d̃(Py

b ,P
x
a) <̃ δ̃ for

every Py
b ∈̃ X̃. Since (ϕ, e)n is a soft uniformly converges to (ϕ, e), there is natural number N such that when

n ≥ N, ρ̃((ϕ, e)n(Py
b ), (ϕ, e)(Py

b )) <̃ ε̃
3 for all Py

b ∈̃ X̃. Also as (ϕ, e)n is a soft continuous mapping at Px
a , there is

a δ̃ >̃ 0̄ such that ρ̃((ϕ, e)n(Py
b ), (ϕ, e)n(Px

a)) <̃ ε̃
3 whenever d̃(Py

b ,P
x
a) <̃ δ̃. It follows that ρ̃((ϕ, e)(Py

b ), (ϕ, e)(Px
a)) ≤̃

ρ̃((ϕ, e)(Py
b ), (ϕ, e)n(Py

b )) + ρ̃((ϕ, e)n(Py
b ), (ϕ, e)n(Px

a)) + ρ̃((ϕ, e)n(Px
a), (ϕ, e)(Px

a)) <̃ ε̃
3 + ε̃

3 + ε̃
3 = ε̃. Hence, (ϕ, e) is a

soft continuous mapping at Px
a .

In the following theorem, we show that a soft equicontinuous family of soft mappings with soft sequen-
tially compact domain space is a soft uniformly equicontinuous mapping.

Theorem 4.4. A soft equicontinuous family of soft mappings from soft sequentially compact metric space to any soft
metric space is a soft uniformly equicontinuous mapping.

Proof. Suppose (X̃, d̃,A) be a soft sequential compact metric space and F is a family of soft mappings
(ϕ, e) : (X̃, d̃,A) → (Ỹ, ρ̃,B) that is not a soft uniformly equicontinuous mapping then there is ε̃ >̃ 0̄, such
that for every n ∈ N, there are soft points Pxn

an
, Pyn

bn
∈̃ X̃ and a soft mapping (ϕ, e)n ∈̃ F with d̃(Pxn

an
,Pyn

bn
)

<̃ 1̃
n and ρ̃((ϕ, e)n(Pxn

an
), (ϕ, e)n(Pyn

bn
)) ≥̃ ε̃. Since (X̃, d̃,A) is a soft sequential compact, the sequence {Pxn

an
}n of
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soft points has a subsequence {P
xnk
ank
} converging to a soft point Px

a ∈̃ X̃. Also by d̃(Pxn
an
,Pyn

bn
) <̃ 1̃

n , we get

corresponding subsequence {P
ynk
bnk
} of {Pyn

bn
}n also converges to Px

a . Hence for all ε̃ >̃ 0̄, there are soft points

P
xnk
ank

, P
ynk
bnk

such that d̃(P
xnk
ank
,Px

a) <̃ δ̃ and d̃(P
ynk
bnk
,Px

a) <̃ δ̃. Then we have either ρ̃((ϕ, e)n(P
xnk
ank

), (ϕ, e)n(Px
a)) ≥̃ ε̃ or

ρ̃((ϕ, e)n(P
ynk
bnk

), (ϕ, e)n(Px
a)) ≥̃ ε̃ which implies F is not soft equicontinuous at Px

a , which is a contradiction.

Hence, F is a soft uniformly equicontinuous mapping.

Finally, we get analogous result of Theorem 3.11 for soft uniform equicontinuity.

Theorem 4.5. For a familyA of soft mappings from X̃ to Ỹ, the following conditions are equivalent:

1. A is a soft uniformly equicontinuous mapping on X̃.
2. for any sequence of soft points {Pxn

an
}n, {Pyn

bn
}n of soft points in X̃, d̃(Pxn

an
,Pyn

bn
) −→ 0̄ implies that for every ε̃

>̃ 0̄, there exists a positive integer N (depending on ε̃) such that for all n ≥ N and for every (ϕ, e) in A,
ρ̃((ϕ, e)(Pxn

an
), (ϕ, e)(Pyn

bn
)) <̃ ε̃.

3. for any sequence of soft points {Pdn
en
}n, {Pyn

bn
}n in (Z,A) and X̃ respectively, d̃(Pdn

en
,Pyn

bn
) −→ 0̄ implies that for

every ε̃ >̃ 0̄, there exists a positive integer N (depending on ε̃) such that for all n ≥ N and for every (ϕ, e) inA,
ρ̃((ϕ, e)(Pdn

en
), (ϕ, e)(Pyn

bn
)) −→ 0̄.

4. the family A|(Z,A) = {(ϕ, e)|(Z,A)|(ϕ, e) ∈ A} is a soft uniformly equicontinuous mapping on (Z,A) and every
(ϕ, e) inA is a soft continuous mapping at each soft point of (Z,A)c.

Proof. (1) ⇒ (2): If (1) holds then for given ε̃ >̃ 0̄, there exists δ̃ = δ̃(̃ε) >̃ 0̄ such that for any (ϕ, e) in A,
ρ̃((ϕ, e)(Px

a), (ϕ, e)(Py
b )) <̃ ε̃ whenever d̃(Px

a ,P
y
b ) <̃ δ̃. Then, if d̃(Pxn

an
,Pyn

bn
) −→ 0̄ there exists a positive integer

N=N(δ̃) =N(̃ε) such that for every n ≥ N, d̃(Pxn
an
,Pyn

bn
) <̃ δ̃. Therefore, for every (ϕ, e) in A and n ≥ N,

ρ̃((ϕ, e)(Pxn
an

), (ϕ, e)(Pyn

bn
)) <̃ ε̃ and hence (2) holds.

(2)⇒ (1): IfA is not a soft uniformly equicontinuous mapping on X̃, then there exist ε̃ >̃ 0̄ such that for

every positive integer n, there exists (ϕ, e)n in A and soft points Pxn
an

and Pyn

bn
in X̃ such that d̃(Pxn

an
,Pyn

bn
) <̃ 1̃

n

and so, d̃(Pxn
an
,Pyn

bn
) −→ 0̄ but ρ̃((ϕ, e)n(Pxn

an
), (ϕ, e)n(Pyn

bn
)) ≥̃ ε̃, which is a contradiction.

(2)⇒ (3) is obvious.
(3)⇒ (4): by proof of (2)⇒ (1), we see that if (3) holds then A|(Z,A) is a soft uniformly equicontinuous

mapping on (Z,A). Now let Px
a ∈ (Z,A)c and (ϕ, e) in A. Take Pyn

bn
= Px

a for every n in (3), then we get a

sequence {Pdn
en
}n of soft points in (Z,A) converging to Px

a which implies (ϕ, e)(Pdn
en

)) −→ (ϕ, e)(Px
a). Hence (ϕ, e)

is a soft continuous mapping by Theorem 2.11.
(4)⇒ (1): Let ε̃ >̃ 0̄. By soft uniform equicontinuity ofA|(Z,A), there exists δ̃ = δ̃(̃ε) >̃ 0̄ such that for every

(ϕ, e) inA, ρ̃((ϕ, e)(Pd
e ), (ϕ, e)(Pt

f )) <̃
ε̃
3 , for any pair of soft points Pd

e and Pt
f in (Z,A) satisfying d̃(Pd

e ,Pt
f ) <̃ δ̃.

Let (ϕ, e) in A and Px
a , Py

b ∈ X̃ with d̃(Px
a ,P

y
b ) <̃ δ̃

3 . Now as (Z,A) is soft dense in X̃, there exist Pd
e and Pt

f in

(Z,A) such that d̃(Px
a ,Pd

e ) <̃ δ̃
3 and d̃(Py

b ,P
t
f ) <̃

δ̃
3 . Since (ϕ, e) is a soft continuous mapping at each point of

(Z,A)c implies that ρ̃((ϕ, e)n(Px
a), (ϕ, e)n(Pd

e )) <̃ ε̃
3 and ρ̃((ϕ, e)(Py

b ), (ϕ, e)(Pt
f )) <̃

ε̃
3 . Therefore, we get d̃(Pd

e ,Pt
f )

<̃ d̃(Px
a ,Pd

e ) + d̃(Px
a ,P

y
b ) + d̃(Py

b ,P
t
f ) <̃

δ̃
3 + δ̃

3 + δ̃
3 = δ̃ and hence, ρ̃((ϕ, e)(Pd

e ), (ϕ, e)(Pt
f )) <̃ ρ̃((ϕ, e)(Px

a), (ϕ, e)(Pd
e ))

+ρ̃((ϕ, e)(Pd
e ), (ϕ, e)(Pt

f )) + ρ̃((ϕ, e)(Pt
f ), (ϕ, e)(Py

b )) <̃ ε̃
3 + ε̃

3 + ε̃
3 = ε̃.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce the definitions of soft equicontinuity at a soft point, soft pointwise equicon-
tinuity on a soft subset of an absolute soft set X̃ and soft uniformly equicontinuous family of soft mappings.
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These definitions help in finding some new conditions of equivalence and in describing the structure of soft
equicontinuous mapping and soft uniformly equicontinuous mappings. Providing a theoretical approach
for further studies of soft equicontinuity, these can also provide a powerful tool to study the optimization
and approximation theory, information system and various fields of engineering.
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